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Introduction

CHerenkov detectors In Mine Pits (CHIPS) is an R&D project, which
aims to develop large-scale cost-effective water Cherenkov neutrino
detectors. In the first phase we propose to deploy a detector with
100 kton total mass, submerged in a flooded mine pit in Northern Min-
nesota [1].

•Stage approach – developing
smaller modules while delivering
physics results
I CHIPS-M prototype (∼50 ton) will be

submerged this summer
•Utilising the NuMI beam – the

most powerful neutrino beam in
the world before LBNE
I Contribute to global constraints on

CP-violation and mass hierarchy (via
νe appearance)

•Enhancing LBNE – can be
moved to a observe the second
oscillation maximum in new
beam
I Water Cherenkov detector is ideal for

the low-energy neutrinos

•Leading the way to affordable
Mton-scale neutrino detectors
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Figure 3: CHIPS physics reach in the Normal Hierarchy (left) and Inverted Hierarchy (right), for NOvA
(5+5y) and T2K(8.8e21POT), and CHIPS(3+3y). (Top) �CP resolutions. (Middle) The significance of
excluding the wrong hierarchy. (Bottom) Significance of discovering CP violation. The red line is NOvA
and T2K, the blue line is CHIPS and the green is the combination.
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Figure : δCP and MH sensitivities for NOνA +
T2K (5+5y + 8.8e21 PoT, red), 100 kton CHIPS
(3+3y, blue) and combination (green), for normal
hierarchy [1]

CHIPS detector

We want to deploy detector modules with a total fiducial mass of
100 kton in the Wentworth 2W pit in Minnesota – at 707 km baseline
and 7mrad off-axis in NuMI beam, with flux peaking at 4 GeV.

and 10 years of LBNE beam). Likewise, a CP violation discovery potential of 5� for a much
larger range of �CP can be achieved if CHIPS is included. Finally, depending on the success of
the CHIPS program in terms of reducing significantly the cost per kton for a water Cherenkov
neutrino detector, a second 100 kton module could be constructed in the first 3 years of running
of the LBNE beam, thereby speeding up the collection of data and delivery of meaningful results.

3 Proposed Location

3.1 The Mine Pit

The proposed location for the CHIPS detector is in the Wentworth Mine Pit 2W. The Wentworth
Pit is on a disused surface iron mine property owned by Cli↵s Natural Resources. The site is a
secure site and has the advantages of existing heavy industry infrastructure such as power and
roads. Space would be leased from Cli↵s to do this experiment. The center of the abandoned
mine pit is located at a latitude of 47.58N and longitude of 92.13W. It is 7 mrad o↵ the central
axis of the NuMI beam at a baseline of 712 km.

A photograph of the site and a composite satellite image are shown in Figure 9. The aerial
image details access to the mine location via railroad tracks and roads.

90m Diameter 
30m Diameter 

Figure 9: (Left) A photograph of the Wentworth Mine Pit. (Right) a composite satellite image of the
region including roads. A cross section marker of 30m and 90m diameter is given for scale. Photograph
courtesy J. Meier, satellite image from Google Earth.

Figure 10 depicts a topographical map of the proposed location with elevation contours derived
using photogrammetric methods from aerial photographs taken in May, 2001. From the contour
map, the lowest elevation is 1305 ft above sea level, but the contour map was made from a
photo taken when the pit had about 10m of water in it. The current water level is at 1471 ft,
making the local depth of the water about 60m. This estimate of the water level is consistent
with recent measurements taken with a commercial depth finder. Water is drained from the pit
in the spring to ensure the pit does not overflow during the summer rainy season. Maximum
fluctuations of the water level are estimated to be on the order of ±10 ft.
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such as peak energy. Cross section and oscillation information can also be included to give a
clear, intuitive impression of the oscillation sensitivity at a given location. Figure 24 shows
the computed ⌫µ-CC event rate integrated over all energies for various locations in northern
Minnesota. Figure 25 shows the predicted ⌫µ-CC event energy spectra at di↵erent detector
locations in northern Minnesota.
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Figure 25: (Left) True energy distribution of ⌫µ-CC events at the MINOS, NOvA, and CHIPS far detector
locations, assuming no oscillations and 1 kton-year of exposure. (Right) The true energy distribution of
⌫µ-CC events that would be seen at CHIPS in one kiloton year with (red) and without (black) neutrino
oscillations.

9.2 Detector Simulation

The detector simulation is performed by a GEANT4 [10] simulation called WCSim. WCSim was
developed to study water Cherenkov detector options for the LBNE project. The simulation
outputs a list of hits from PMTs. An initial CHIPS geometry was added to WCSim describing a
cylindrical detector of radius 20 m and height 20 m. It is instrumented with 10% coverage using
10 00 HQE PMTs. Figure 26 shows a 1.6 GeV CC ⌫e interaction generated with the GENIE [36]
event generator occurring at the center of the detector. The fuzzy ring is the typical signature
of an electron in a water Cherenkov detector.

9.3 Reconstruction

A major goal of the reconstruction work is to find an optimized HQE photodetector number
and layout. The planned reconstruction method is based on an algorithm developed for the
MiniBooNE experiment [37, 38], modified to remove the scintillation light component. The
algorithm generates a likelihood for each PMT to register a given charge at a given time, for a pre-
defined set of track parameters. Minimizing this likelihood with respect to the track parameters
provides the reconstructed track objects. The method is readily extendable to multiple tracks
such as those from NC ⇡0 decays. Figure 27 shows an example of the expected and observed
charge distributions that go into forming this likelihood. A version tested on Super-K reported a
60% reduction [29] in the NC background compared to the standard ring reconstruction method.
This improvement is not incorporated into the GLoBES physics reach calculations.

A preliminary implementation of the algorithm is already in development. The charge com-
ponent of the likelihood is determined by combining the probability for a propagating particle
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•Existing water body provides
mechanical support→
decrease engineering costs
I Structure is a light frame

surrounded by a water- and
light-proof liner

I 40 m water overburden
•Using commercially available

component
I Stage stage truss for framework
I Geomembrane for external liner

•PMT development focused on
optimising light collection and
timing capabilities UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
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Reconstruction

•To measure δCP we have to observe νe appearance. Background
from NC events with π0→ γ + γ: two photon rings are hard to
distinguish from one electron
•Compromise between low cost and high photocathode coverage

We implement a maximum-likelihood method based on an algo-
rithm developed by MiniBooNE [2]
•Calculates the likelihood of each PMT hit (charge and time) for a set

of track parameters. Minimising over different tracks finds the most
likely one
I Performs better than ring-finding for multiple tracks [3]

•Preliminary reconstruction will be used to optimise design of CHIPS
modules

Total likelihood separates into independent charge and time parts

Charge likelihood

•Divide charge likelihood into predicted number of photoelectrons
(µ) and detector response (f (q;µ))
•µ (predicted charge) = integral of components parametrised with

respect to distance along track (s):

µ = Φ

∫
track

ρ(s)g(cos θ(s); s)ε(η(s))Ω(R(s))T (R(s))ds

I Light emission: absolute level (Φ), distance (ρ(s)) and angular profiles of
Cherenkov light emission (g(cos θ(s); s))

I Light detection: PMT angular efficiency(ε(η(s))) and solid angle (Ω(R(s)));
absorption survival probability (T (R(s)))

•Tabulate the integrals to save computing time
•For multiple tracks, add predicted charges
•Distribution describing detector response = final charge likelihood

function (depending only on µ)

Figure : Mean observed charge compared to predicted response for two upward 500 MeV electrons
(top cap only). Optic light scattering has not yet been implemented.
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Figure : Time distributions shown for two
charge bins of a 1000 MeV muon sample

•Correct registered time (black
lines) by subtracting light’s
time-of-flight from track to PMT
I This holds sensitivity to track vertex

and directions

•Distributions of corrected time
(tc, blue lines) depend only on
track energy and predicted
charge (µ) at the PMT
I Fitted with a gaussian peak (direct

light) + exponential decay
(scattering and reflection)

I Parametrise charge and energy
dependence in two stages of
polynomial fits

•Likelihood function of tc is
recreated for given µ and energy
(red lines)

Minimising the likelihood

The combined likelihood
algorithm is now being tested
and a preliminary fitter is
being implemented.

Shown is a likelihood surface
plotted against vertex
coordinates x and y for a
1500 MeV muon originating in
(0, 0, 0), with other variables
fixed at their true values.
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